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Abstract

The emergence of modern many-core architectures that offer an extreme level of par-
allelism makes methods that were previously infeasible due to computational expense now
achievable. Particle-in-Cell (PIC) codes often fail to fully leverage this increased performance
potential due to their high use of memory bandwidth. The use of higher order PIC methods
may offer a solution to this by improving simulation accuracy significantly for an increase
in computational intensity when compared to their first order counterparts. This greater
expense is accompanied with only a minor increase in the amount of memory throughput
required during the simulation.

In this presentation we will show the performance of a second order PIC algorithm. Our
implementation uses second order finite elements and particles that are represented with a
collection of surrounding ghost particles. These ghost particles each have associated weights
and offsets around the true particle position and therefore represent a charge distribution.
We test our PIC implementation against a first order algorithm on various modern compute
architectures including Intel’s Knights Landing (KNL) and NVIDIA’s Tesla P100.

Our preliminary results show the viability of second order methods for PIC applica-
tions on these architectures when compared to previous generations of many-core hardware.
Specifically, we see an order of magnitude improvement in performance for second order
methods between the Pascal and Kepler GPU architectures, despite only a 4× improvement
in theoretical peak performance between the architectures. Although these initial results
show a large increase in runtime over first order methods, we hope to be able to show
improved scaling behaviour and increased simulation accuracy in the future.
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Figure 1: Execution time of a two stream problem using 1 million particles, 500 steps


